Streamline Multimedia Data Workflows

What Can AMI Do That Others Can Not?

- **Prebuilt Integrations**
  We build the interfaces and integrations for you to streamline ingestion of data from a multitude of source and platforms.

- **Cutting Edge AI**
  State of the art algorithms for various mediums, languages and use cases. We struggle to make AI easy to use so you don't have to.

- **Automated Data Workflows**
  Search and discover content. Automatically action your data as part of a predefined workflow.

---

**Derive ROI from your data**
- Most businesses lack the resources and expertise to modernize their data workflows with AI.
- AMI helps your team generate business value from data across your organization.

**AI for everyone**
- We built AMI to make AI accessible to all.
- We have focused on developing our machine learning systems to support non expert audiences in order to provide business value without the need for a PhD.

**Activate your multimedia**
- Build automated processes to handle multimedia data at scale - whether it's OTT video, customer service call audio, or marketing image assets.